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December 28, 2017 
 
 
TO:  All Bidders under RFQ No. 17- 3003599, TACTICAL HEAVY VESTS             
FROM: Department of Purchasing and Contracting, DeKalb County, Georgia 

 

ADDENDUM NO. # 2 
 

Request for Quotation (RFQ) No. 17- 3003599, TACTICAL HEAVY VESTS, is hereby 
amended as follows: 
 

1. We have received questions pertaining to this Request for Quotation.  The questions 
and their resulting answers appear below: 

 
A. Question:  Is the gas mask restricted to only molle attachment or will drop leg capable 

be accepted?  
 

Answer:  Gas mask carrier is preferred to be capable of attaching to the vest. 
However we would certainly consider a drop leg. 

 
B. Question: Will a universal radio holster (that can also accommodate the listed radio) 

be accepted or does it have to be specifically manufactured to hold the listed radio? 
(example: the 5.11 radio pouch)  

 
Answer:  As long as the radio fits securely in the holder a universal holder would be 
acceptable. 
 

C. Question: Can level IV armor plates be substituted for the requested level III? 
 
Answer:  Level 4 plates will be acceptable provided they are NIJ rated. 

 

D. Question: If quoting full TAC vest vs. scaleable carrier will the SA level IIIA 
cummerbund qualify as the "level IIIA battle belt" since it is integrated into or will a 
SA IIIA battle belt be required in addition? Also, if it is a separate inclusion will the 
battle belt still require level IIIA or will the SA cummerbund suffice?  
 
Answer:  The belt should be separate an ballistically rated at level 3. This belt 
supplements the vest and covers the lower back and kidney area. Also the vest should 
be scaleable to a plate carrier configuration. We are trying to not have to have two 
different vests for different missions. 
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2. It is the responsibility of each bidder to ensure that he/she is aware of all addenda 
issued under this ITB. Please sign and return this addendum.  You may call Jennifer 
Schofield, Procurement Agent, 404.687.4042; before the bids are due to confirm the 
number of addenda issued. 
 

3. All other conditions remain in full force and effect.  
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 Department of Purchasing and Contracting 
  




